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ABSTRACT
Mobile ad hoc networks have been the subject of active research for a number of years. This paper investigates the
feasibility of using such networks for transmitting multimedia streams. We observe that wireless network IO operations
can be expensive (e.g., programmed IO cost, energy to operate wireless). Moreover, compared to nodes in infrastructure networks that either read or write network traﬃc, ad
hoc traﬃc requires the intermediate node to perform many
expensive network operations twice (read and then resend)
and on behalf of other nodes. This observation raises an important question for the ad hoc community, should they a)
demand that ad hoc routers support some minimum hardware resources (for example, full DMA support, twice the
battery capacity)?, b) force an end-to-end resource management scheme that cooperatively reduces the network ﬂow
to half of what can be serviced by the weakest link? This
would ensure that no intermediate node would see enough
traﬃc to overwhelm them? or c) require that the local nodes
protect themselves from transit traﬃc? This paper explores
the last mechanism in order to provide some control over
the resource consumed without a major revamp of existing
operating systems or requiring special hardware. We implement our mechanism in the network driver and present
encouraging preliminary results.
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1. MOTIVATION - OBSERVED SYSTEM BEHAVIOR
Mobile ad hoc networking (MANET) community provides
us with a wealth of technologies that enable the source and
the destination nodes to route the data through a number
of intermediate forwarding nodes. There has been extensive
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research results in experiences with MANET [10], routing
algorithms [19], capacity issues [13], energy aware routing
and streaming mechanisms [8, 21, 2, 5] etc. Liu et. al. [14]
are attempting to provide a single system image for ad hoc
scenarios in MagnetOS.
Our primary goal in this work is to investigate the suitability
of ad hoc networks for streaming multimedia contents. First
we experiment with a wide variety of operating systems and
hardware setups to show that there is a mis-match between
expectations of the local system designers and the demands
placed by ad hoc traﬃc. Decisions such as the choice of programmed IO and available battery capacity can make the
system unable to transmit even modest multimedia streams.
Building a system is an exercise in trading oﬀ device capabilities for cost and other constraints. Compromises in system
resources (such as lack of DMA and battery power that are
made for cost and weight reasons) are exacerbated by ad hoc
networks which force these operations to be performed twice
for each forwarding operation. There are three alternatives
to solving this problem:
• Decree that intermediate ad hoc routers should have
better resources than what is required for end hosts
• Develop a global resource management policy that manages the resource consumption of the entire ad hoc network as a single schedulable entity
• Develop mechanisms that work with existing hardware
and operating system mechanisms to provide better resource control
These questions need to be addressed in order to make multimedia streaming a viable option in wireless ad hoc scenarios. In this paper, we choose mechanisms that can work
with existing hardware and operating system limitations.
In our system, the intermediate nodes manage their local
resources by selectively dropping forwarding packets. The
challenge is to choose the right set of packets. We show
that kernel based policies for rejecting packets may not provide adequate resource control. We then describe our driver
based approaches that can allow the intermediate router to
control the transit ﬂows without completely revamping the
operating system. We present some encouraging preliminary
results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows
our experimental quantiﬁcation of the eﬀects of ad hoc traﬃc

on the routing node as well as the eﬀects on the end-to-end
traﬃc. Section 3 discusses diﬀerent mechanisms to attack
the problems. Section 4 describes our approach. We place
our work in context of related work in Section 5 and conclude
in Section 6.

2. QUANTIFYING THE OVERHEAD FOR
AD HOC TRAFFIC
2.1 CPU overhead for ad hoc traffic
We conducted experiments to quantify the eﬀects of the forwarding traﬃc on a wide variety of hardware and software
setups. Our setup is designed to represent a typical deployment using laptop class hardware. Our goal is not to stress
the network; we experiment with network traﬃc that should
be well within the capabilities of these class of machines. For
our experiments, we investigated Microsoft media, Real and
Quicktime multimedia formats. We streamed the 1:59 minutes long reference Wall (movie) theatrical trailer (also used
in [4]) for our media stream. We used Pentium 4 Mobile
(2 GHz) and Pentium M (1.6 GHz) laptops with 512 MB
memory and 800 MHz Powerbook G4 (running Mac OSX
10.3.4) with 1 GB memory. The Powerbook routers ran Mac
OSX 10.3.4 while the Pentium routers ran FreeBSD 4.9/5.x,
Redhat 9.0 and Windows XP. We ran Windows XP for the
browsers and Windows 2000 Server running Windows Media
service, Realserver 8.01 and Apple Darwin Server 4.0 for the
servers. Wireless access was provided by Apple airport for
the Powerbook and Orinoco Silver, Dell TrueMobile 1150
mini-PCI and Linksys WPC11 v3 for the Pentium laptops
on dedicated wireless channels. We use a 11 Mbps wireless
network which supports throughput of around 5 Mbps. All
the routers were running the native windowing system and
other system processes (e.g. virus scanners). The systems
were not running any other interactive applications; any of
which would demand the use the CPU resources. We only
show few representative results from these various experimental setups.
We tabulated the percentage CPU load placed on the intermediate routers for diﬀerent streams, operating systems
and device setups in Table 1. From Table 1, we note that
the transit traﬃc consumes a signiﬁcant amount of CPU resources across the various experimental setups. The load
placed is not a function of spurious interaction between inexpensive wireless network interfaces (WNICs) and drivers;
the load was high across vendor supplied drivers as well as
open source drivers, operating systems, architectures (Mac
and PC) and WNIC cards and interfaces (PCMCIA and
mini-PCI). We note that high quality MS media streams
can consume about 60% of the CPU cycles for interrupt
processing. For the same stream bandwidth, formats such
as Real and Quicktime, with more number of network packets can consume relatively higher CPU resources (e.g., a 256
kbps stream, MS media, Quicktime and Real transmit 2362,
3551 and 4383 packets respectively [4]).
We also note that local energy management policies that
use dynamic voltage scaling and reduce the CPU clock frequency [3] further exacerbate this problem. Reducing the
clock frequency for Windows XP has the eﬀect of dropping
network packets without much saving in processor load. On
the other hand, FreeBSD saturates the CPU as the CPU

clock is lowered (WinXP and FreeBSD at 1.2 GHz). Stream
bandwidths of more than 500 kbps can consume more than
80% of the CPU resources. In fact, a 2000 Mbps stream (or
two independent 500 kbps streams) can spend 100% CPU
cycles for processing ad hoc traﬃc. Energy conservation
mechanisms for the end nodes that shape the traﬃc to be
transmitted in bursts [20, 5, 9] are expected to exacerbate
this problem with high router CPU load spikes during these
bursts.

2.1.1

Understanding the poor CPU load behavior of
ad hoc traffic

In order to fully understand the eﬀects of transit traﬃc,
we proﬁle the FreeBSD 4.9 operating system on the router.
The laptop was running at 2 GHz. We measured the time
it takes for a packet to be read from the wireless NIC card
into the kernel and then resent back into the NIC card using
the microtime() kernel function. We repeated the experiment for the Dell TrueMobile 1150 mini-PCI card and Cisco
Aironet 350. We analyzed the system for a 1500 byte UDP
packet. The UDP packet took 2830µsec to transit from the
network card back to the network card. The forwarding
process consumed about 118µsec for preparing to read the
packet and 1314µsec in programmed IO routines to read
the data oﬀ the cards. It spent 32µsec for route processing
within the kernel before spending another 1386µsec to write
the packet to the network card.
On further investigation of the network driver source code
and speciﬁcations of the network cards used in our study, we
note that these cards require the kernel to use programmed
IO to read and write data from the wireless card. Essentially, the bottleneck is the CPU used for programmed IO.
The limitations of programmed IO are well studied and understood [18]. Previous work [15] has addressed some of
the limitations of programmed IO in the context of servers.
However, in an ad hoc scenario, the increased load is created
by transit traﬃc. Unlike servers, the system can choose to
not spend resources on ad hoc traﬃc and drop the transit
traﬃc. Note that programmed IO operations are charged as
a kernel resource and are not preemptible.

2.2

Energy overhead for ad hoc traffic

Also, in [5], we investigated the energy overhead for forwarding ad hoc traﬃc. We showed that the routers consume more
energy than the browser or the server nodes. The power
consumption of the router nodes are higher as the packets
are processed twice. The routers receive traﬃc and resend
them; while the servers and browsers only send and receive
data, respectively.

2.3

End to end network behavior for ad hoc
routing

The end to end behavior of the ad hoc traﬃc also suﬀer in
our setup. We plot the normalized time delay between the
packet leaving the server and the time it was received at the
browser (using tcpdump traces at the server and browsers)
as a cumulative distribution in Figure 1. We normalize with
respect to the delay experienced by the ﬁrst packet in the
stream; we are concerned with the variance rather than the
actual delay through the network. The router was running

System setup
MacOSX
WinXP (2GHz)
WinXP (1.2GHz)
Win XP (W N IC 2 , 1.2 GHz)
FreeBSD 4.9 (2GHz)
FreeBSD 4.9 (1.2GHz)

2000
kbps
39%
62%
69%
64%
59%
100%

MS media
768
256
kbps kbps
20%
13%
21%
13%
21%
8%
20%
11%
20%
6%
77%
24%

128
kbps
9%
13%
5%
6%
4%
10%

512
kbps
57%
83%
55%
35%
21%
83%

Real
256
2kbps
31%
80%
35%
35%
20%
73%

128
kbps
11%
28%
20%
18%
11%
43%

Quicktime
256
128
kbps kbps
17%
13%
28%
23%
27%
14%
21%
10%
22%
11%
65%
24%

Table 1: CPU load on intermediate routers for forwarding multimedia streams
FreeBSD 4.9 at 1.2 GHz speed. We repeat experiments under three scenarios: text console with no graphical front end,
idle X front end and X front end with continuous MP3 playback using XMMS reach with no normalized delays. Figure
1(a) plots the normalized delay for a 56 kbps Microsoft media traﬃc. We note that the routing adds a variance of
about 10 msec; easily buﬀered and adapted by the multimedia browser. Figure 1(b) plots the normalized delay for a
single 768 kbps MS media traﬃc while Figure 1(c) plots the
normalized delay for two 768 kbps MS media traﬃc traversing the router nodes to two diﬀerent clients. We note that
as the stream bandwidth increases, there is more variance in
the delays. The eﬀect is further pronounced by the router
running GUI applications for their local consumption. The
routing completely breaks down for routers handling two
high quality streams (Figure 1(c)). Since the streams are
variable bit rate in nature [5], the load on the router changes
and the multimedia system is not able to eﬀectively adapt
to the streams. Also, the router node becomes completely
incapacitated during peak activity. Note that we use a 11
Mbps wireless network which supports throughput of around
5 Mbps; network capacity itself is not the bottleneck.
To summarize, we analyzed the eﬀects of multimedia streams
on the ad hoc routers. We noted that multimedia traﬃc
can place tremendous demands on the intermediate routers.
Even for moderate streams (< 500 kbps), the oﬀered load
can incapacitate the routers. The routing traﬃc interferes
with local energy resource management policies. The CPU
load on the intermediate node also increases the variance
of the streams, changes which are too quick for commodity
streams to adapt and lower their quality requirements. Essentially, the stream was not acceptable for the end nodes
or the intermediate router because it forces the intermediate
nodes to perform operations which are known to be expensive (e.g. programmed IO, wireless operation), twice. These
expensive operations are also performed on behalf of other
nodes.

3. NATURE OF THE SOLUTION
Ad hoc networking technologies essentially beneﬁt other nodes
with the hope that the other nodes will eventually help the
current node for its future network demands. The previous
section paints a grim picture; it suggests that ad hoc network
scenarios might not be appropriate for multimedia streaming. Building a system is an exercise in trading oﬀ device capabilities for cost and other constraints. These compromises
are exacerbated by ad hoc networks which force expensive
operations to be performed twice for each forwarding operation. There are three alternatives to solving this problem:

• Decree that intermediate ad hoc routers should have
good resources: Perhaps, the solution to the woes pointed
out in the previous section is to demand that the ad
hoc routers be resource rich. We can demand that the
ad hoc routers should have higher battery capacity in
order to read and resend traﬃc. Such demands add to
the weight and cost of the ad hoc routers.
Previous work on servers had noted the fundamental limitations of programmed IO and recommended
DMA as the solution. DMA oﬄoads IO processing
to a separate DMA controller, freeing the main processor for other tasks. One possible solution for our
ad hoc scenario is to demand that ad hoc routers use
DMA based IO. For mobile devices, we argue against
this solution. As noted by [7], programmed IO has
better cache behavior for packets that will be immediately forwarded. Also, DMA controllers essentially
require more hardware resources to solve the IO problem. Using DMA also requires further complexity of
the OS; DMA scatter-gather operation requires more
interrupt processing. For a mobile device, we argue
that a better place to invest in hardware resources is in
the CPU where the additional resources can be used by
local processing rather than in dedicated I/O processing. Moores law gains in hardware do not necessarily
invalidate this argument.
Besides, these mobile devices were functioning acceptably for the local non ad hoc user. Ad hoc traﬃc
should not require that the intermediate router in fact
provide server like resources. The promise of ad hoc
networking is to use mobile devices in an ad hoc fashion, not to require certain capabilities which are typically not found in commodity mobile devices (this observation was based on our experiments with a wide
range of hardware).
• Develop a global resource management policy that manages the resource consumption of the entire ad hoc network as a single schedulable entity: Another tempting
alternative is to address this problem as a global resource management issue. We can unify the resource
accounting and management across the entire ad hoc
deployment. As the load on the intermediate router increases, it can explicitly control the source data rate in
order to manage the resources on all the participating
nodes. MagnetOS takes this design philosophy. This
approach changes the ﬂavor of ad hoc networks from
a collection of nodes cooperating to provide useful services to a combined entity that services a particular
application.

• Develop mechanisms that work with existing hardware
and operating system mechanisms in order to provide
better relief: In this research, we take a more modest
approach and analyze how we can make OS software
work better on existing hardware for ad hoc scenarios.
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This paper focuses on resource management policies that
are appropriate for the existing hardware. In general, the
resource management components for forwarding network
packets is illustrated in Figure 2(a). The intermediate router
spends resources to read the packet oﬀ of the network card,
performs some in-kernel processing and then sends the packet
back to the wireless network card. Application level proxies might also read the packets from the kernel to perform
further processing. The key to controlling the resources consumed by the forwarding process is to measure the amount
of resources consumed in each phase and develop software
strategies for saving those resources.
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(c) Two clients - 768 kbps MS media each
Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of normalized delays
introduced by the router running FreeBSD 4.9. The
routers were running with no windowing system (Console), with X windows as well as X windows + xmms
playing a locally available MP3 song

Local CPU resource management

We analyze the software changes required in order to better control the CPU resources consumed by ad hoc traﬃc.
Earlier, we measured the time to forward a packet through
the kernel at 2830µsec for a 1500 byte packet. We explore
mechanisms to reduce this overhead. The bulk of the overhead was in the programmed IO routines with about 32µsec
spent in kernel forwarding. For these hardware, the only
viable option for resource control is to develop techniques
to reduce the PIO overhead by dropping packets. Dropping
packets would eventually force the source to reduce its transmission rate. The challenge is to drop packets that are the
least disruptive. For example, dropping a frame that is part
of a fragmented datagram would force the entire packet to
be dropped, even though the system already paid the cost
to transmit the other fragments. The end user can inﬂuence any policy by dropping packets using kernel ﬁrewalls.
Dropping a packet using such ﬁrewalls would still take at
least 1444µsec. We desire a mechanism that can let the
network driver itself drop this packet. The network driver
should drop the packet after performing the least amount of
programmed IO.
First we analyze the performance of policies that drop packets in the kernel (using ﬁrewalls) as well in the network
driver. The system is conﬁgured using kernel ﬁrewall (ipfw )
to reject any transit traﬃc but allow any legitimate local
traﬃc. To achieve the same eﬀect inside the network driver,
we modiﬁed the driver to only read the ﬁrst 34 bytes (14
and 20 bytes of Ethernet and IP headers, respectively) and
reject any transit traﬃc: the next read operation ﬂushes the
remaining packet data in the card. Local traﬃc is forwarded
to the kernel as usual. For our experiments, we use three
Pentium laptops running at 2 GHz and measured the CPU
load using top. We modiﬁed FreeBSD 4.9 kernel for our
experiments (FastForward option was enabled). The server
generated UDP streams of ﬁxed size at a constant rate using
iptraﬃc for our experiments. We plot the percentage CPU
load for various rates of network traﬃc and packet sizes in
Figure 3. From Figure 3, we note that the CPU overhead for
dropping packets in the kernel depends on the packet arrival
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Figure 2: Resource management for forwarding network traﬃc
rate and size. Dropping the packets at the driver can allow
for better resource management. The overhead of dropping
packets in the driver is not dependent on the packet size.
Dropping packets in the network driver can save signiﬁcant
amounts of CPU load for all the packet sizes.

4.2 Design of our modified network driver
In the previous section, we showed that the network driver
can be a good place to drop network packets in order to
manage the overall CPU load induced by forwarding traﬃc.
A wide variety of network packets are destined for transit
nodes, including local unicast, broadcast and multicast messages. In this work, we are only interested in the behavior
of transit traﬃc. The challenge is to drop packets that can
quickly force the end hosts to adapt to a lower resource
requirement level. Ideally, the driver would require multimedia stream semantics (e.g., Quicktime, Microsoft media)
in order to choose to drop the right set of packets. However,
the network driver does not possess all the network protocol stack information. Moving this functionality into the
driver will not only violate the network layering principles,
but will also slow down network processing for other local
traﬃc. So, we are designing a network driver that learns the
ﬁrewall rules (and kernel behavior) by watching the behavior
of transit packets. Our driver does not depend on whether
the user implements mechanisms to drop packets inside kernel ﬁrewalls or in application level proxies. Typically, kernel
ﬁrewalls are a good place to perform packet ﬁltration with
policy decisions themselves made in application level proxies. Our solution is illustrated in Figure 2(b)).

4.2.1

Step 1: Drop packets early

Whenever a packet arrives at the network driver (wi rexof()),
we analyze the packet to identify whether this packet belongs to a transit ﬂow which the kernel is likely to drop.
The information about what packet to drop is collected in
Step 3. Note that the driver will not implement complex
policies that is aware of the streaming mechanisms to drop
the appropriate packet. Such policies will be implemented
at the kernel or application level. The driver packet rules are
far simpler than kernel ﬁrewalls; operating on packet byte
oﬀsets.

Programmed IO costs are directly proportional to the amounts
of bytes read from the WNIC card. Hence, we make the decision by reading as few bytes of the packet as possible. If
the packet was not likely to be dropped, then the entire
packet is read and forwarded on to Step 2 (programmed
IO duration does not depend on CPU frequency. Hence we
can potentially reduce the CPU clock frequency to save energy). Note that in general, multimedia network packets are
best-eﬀort traﬃc. False positives lead to end-to-end service
disruption while false negatives reduce the ability of local
node to manage its resources. Hence, false-positives where
packets are wrongly identiﬁed (and dropped) are more tolerable than false-negatives where packets that should have
been dropped are transmitted to the kernel (consuming unnecessary CPU resources).

4.2.2

Step 2 and 3: Learn what packets to drop

The network driver should learn the behavior of kernel ﬁrewall. Note that the driver itself does not understand the
packet format. For new transit ﬂows, the driver notes some
identifying markers of the packets and starts a timer to see
if this packet reappears on the OUT side (in wi start()).
If the marked packet reappears, then the driver learns that
this particular ﬂow is being forwarded and so continues to
forward packets for this ﬂow in the future. If the packet was
not resent by the kernel within a certain duration, then the
driver learns that this ﬂow is potentially being dropped by
a kernel ﬁrewall (being best-eﬀort traﬃc, the packet might
have been dropped without explicit ﬁrewalls). After n such
drops, the driver will itself drop subsequent packets for this
ﬂow (in Step 1). The choice of n is a tradeoﬀ between the
false negative rates and false positive rates? Good values
for n for a particular hardware setup will be experimentally
measured. Also, the duration between Steps 2 and 3 depend
on a number of factors that are unknown to the driver. It depends on the system load as well as any CPU clock frequency
changes for potential energy savings. The kernel driver also
does not have access to interruptible timers. Keeping track
of a large number of packets adds to the overhead for packet
matching in Step 3. Preliminary results indicate that keeping track of one or two packets was enough for practical
media streaming for a single transit traﬃc. Also, the ker-

nel ﬁrewall rule changes are not notiﬁed to the driver; the
driver will periodically forward (duration will be experimentally measured) a matching ﬂow to probe the kernel ﬁrewall.
This period is chosen as a compromise between unnecessary
(and resource intensive) probes and a latency between userinitiated change in ﬁrewall rules and any noticeable eﬀects
of the new rules.
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Managing router resources have been well studied in the context of software routers [16, 15, 11, 22] and active networks
[12]. The Click modular router [11] assembled a software
IP router using programmable elements for various conﬁgurable network processing. nanoProtean [6] investigated active networking mechanisms in a gigabit router by reducing the OS system overhead for processing packets. Scout
[16] introduces the notion of paths for resource management.
Banga et al. [1] proposed the generalized resource container
mechanism to account for resource consumption outside the
traditional process boundary. The CROSS software router
work [22] investigated the OS isolation and packet classiﬁcation mechanisms necessary for a programmable software
router. Ad hoc scenarios diﬀer from these systems in that
the primary function of these routers are to perform interactive user tasks; the forwarding operation is basically an
service to other peers. Hence, rejecting traﬃc earlier on is
preferable to ensuring that packets are forwarded.

ing rate

6. DISCUSSION
This paper argues that wireless ad hoc routers need to effectively manage the transit traﬃc; account for the resource
consumption as well as reject unsustainable ﬂows quickly.

Without such mechanisms, the transit traﬃc can place inordinate resource demands, sometimes incapacitating the
nodes completely. We develop a driver-based mechanism
that enables the driver to learn the behavior of kernel ﬁrewalls and application proxies, and ultimately to save resources by dropping unsustainable packets. Such mechanisms can also potentially beneﬁt the system defend against
denial of service attacks.
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